A b s tr a c t: According to the interactional form of the professional dominance (PD) thesis professional service encounters, especially of the medical sort, are arenas of negotiation, conflict or struggle in which professional service providers attempt to dominate lay service seekers through various verbal strategies for controlling the definition of the situation, the interactional agenda and the time and resources expended in the encounter. Prominent among these purported linguistic strategies are the use of interruptions, questions (and particular types of questions) and silences. Service seekers are correspondingly said to resist such attempts at control. In this paper we criticize the PD thesis as it applies to interruptions and questions through a brief re-examination of some of the analyses by C. West and by Scheff of medical and psychiatric encounters, and through a longer scrutiny of a corpus of calls to the police. Not finding any evidence of these verbal control strategies we propose an alternative ethnomethodological (conversation-analytic) account of the occurrence of overlaps (in West's data) and of the so-called 'abruptness', 'constraining influence' and 'asymmetry' of questions in calls to the police. We locate these apparent features in a general account of the interactional shape of the calls, an account which sees that shape as a concerted accomplishment of the parties to them. That accomplishment, we claim, derives from the parties' mutual orientation to (a) the occasion of the call as one directed to the performance of a set of tasks, which establish (b) the relevance of co-identification in terms of a particular set of identities and (c) a characteristic distribution of speakers' rights to turns at talk. While not disputing (here) the structural version of the PD thesis we wish to replace the interactional version of it by an approach which begins to address how the institutional interaction reproducing that structure is produced as such in the first place.
Professional Dominance
The 'professional dominance' thesis (Freidson, 1970; Johnson, 1972) was originally developed to explain the social organization of medical care. It was a 'structural1 thesis. Gross features of the phenomenon in question, namely the provision of medical care, were seen to be consequences of a certain arrangement of the social structure, namely that medicine is organized in the form of a profes sion and that that profession has come to dominate the provision of that care. But from the beginning the thesis received an interactional interpretation. Not only is professional power institutionalized in that the relationship between service provider and service seeker is carried on as one between a 'professional' and a 'client', but, it was argued, that power is exerted and expressed in the forms of 'control' by which the doctor dominates the patient in the consultation itself (Scheff, 1968; Strong, 1979a: 128ff.; Fisher, 1982: 58) . So interpreted the thesis was attractive to those looking for the sociological missing link -the bridge between micro and macro levels of analysis. Something of a convergence occurred between Marxists looking down in search of an analysis of the professions in terms of the hegemony of the ruling class (Waitzkin, 1979 ; cf. Strong, 1979c ) and interactionists looking up in search of the institu tional distillations of micropolitical processes (At kinson, 1981) . A further element has been added by the emergence of feminist-inspired analyses of gender control in professional/client encounters (West, 1984a ; Thorne, Kramarae and Henley, 1 2 1983: section VF7 'Worksettings'). Outside of pro fessional sociology the growth of discourse analysis in linguistics has focussed attention on the interac tional or pragmatic context of individual utterances such as those in professional service encounters (Di Pietro, 1982) , and here too the professional dominance thesis enjoys considerable currency (for example, Haberland and Mey, 1981: 105-106; Bogoch and Danet, 1984) . An interest in the relatively close analysis of natur ally occurring, spoken interaction has brought 'professional dominance' (PD) studies -whether of Marxist, symbolic interactionist, pragmatic-lin guistic or mixed provenance, with or without femi nist concern (Strong, 1979b: 213, fn. 13 ) -into contact with 'conversation analysis' (CA).
"Conversation analysis has developed over the past [twenty] years as a distinctive research stream of the wider intellectual program of ethnomethodology -the study of the commonsense reasoning skills and abilities through which the ordinary members of a culture produ ce and recognise intelligible courses of action. Through out the period of its public existence, the perspective has been distinctive both in its commitment to the study of naturally occurring interaction and in its avoidance of idealized theoretical and empirical treatments of its cho sen research materials" (Heritage, 1985a : 1).
Moreover, for CA "the past five years or so have witnessed a steady deve lopment of interest in the study of various forms of 'institutional' interaction involving strongly defined social roles -in particular, classroom, courtroom, news inter view, doctor-patient, social worker-client and other insti tutional forms of interaction" (Heritage, 1985a: 
7).
While PD studies have increasingly borrowed con cepts from CA, the latter has tended to develop its Cazden (1979) with McHoul (1978 McHoul ( , 1979 , Heap (1979) , Mehan (1979) , the studies in Pay ne and Cuff (1982) Drew (1985) and Groves (1973) . On the psyinstitutional analyses via criticism of the former approach. The studies of West (and of Zimmer man and West) occupy perhaps a special place in that they exhibit considerable 'overlap' of CA me thodology and subscription to the PD thesis (and gender dominance thesis); we pay them particular attention. It is not our purpose to review formally the whole array of work nor to describe fully the debate in any one institutional area,3 but (a) to contribute some observations from one area not previously explicitly considered in these terms, namely calls to the police, (b) to suggest their critical relevance for the PD thesis, and (c) to propose an alternative account based on an appreciation of the parties' primary orientation to the 'technical' task of getting through the business at hand in the encounter, an apprecia tion made possible by CA. It is important to note for (b) that we are not criticizing the structural version of the dominance thesis as originally formulated by Freidson, but the interactional version. It is to the latter alone that 'professional dominance thesis' refers in what fol lows. This interactional form of the dominance thesis has it, then, that professional/client service encounters are -arenas of conflict, struggle or, at least, negotia tion, -over the definition of the situation, the interac tional agenda, and the time and resources avai lable, -between contending parties with competing in terests in the matter at hand. The professional service provider is portrayed as one concerned to define the presenting 'complaint' in terms that suit his (her?) professional, organisa tional, bureaucratic or, indeed, ruling class inter ests: he is interested in the disease rather than the patient's health, a manageable classroom rather than the student's education, a smoothly operating courtroom rather than justice for the defendant, a workable caseload rather than the welfare of his client. To enforce those interests, and this is where the specifically interactional claims arise, he is said to employ various strategies for controlling the service encounter. Among these are specifically (socio-)linguistic ones. Particular significance has been accorded to interruptions, questions and silen ces. In response to all this the service seeker is cast as one engaged in a verbal struggle to secure his/ her rights to have his/her needs serviced as he/she defines them.
Police/citizen interaction would seem to be a prime candidate for the operation of the dominance the sis. It is a sociological commonplace that social control is the function of the police. In terms of the dominance thesis, that function becomes the 're production of order' in the interests of, at worst, the ruling class (Ericson, 1982) . While the status 'professional' is one the police have struggled to acquire, 'to serve and to protect', is the intention announced by many a police cruiser's door. 'Pro fessional service encounter' would seem then a not unapt description of the interaction that ensues when a citizen calls the police to report a trouble and request assistance. It may, however, seem strange even to consider that so apparently nonadversarial a form of interaction as calling the police should be examined for the presence of professional dominance. This, however, has not stopped analysts seeking, and apparently finding, its exercise in the apparently equally non-adversarial settings of the offices of doctors, lawyers and social workers. In so doing, we would claim, they have not only misrepresented the character of interaction in the settings in question, but overloo ked important 'technical' differences among them (Anderson, 1981: 5-6; Freidson, 1970: 15) .
Finally, the critical import of what follows for the relevance of the PD thesis to police/citizen interac tion is restricted to the call to the police. Nothing said here rules out the possibility of the successful application of the thesis to subsequent stages of the criminal justice process. It should be noted, how ever, that the position argued here is consistent with the results of studies of police/citizen encoun ters and arrest (Black, 1976 ; see also Daudistel et al, 1979: chp. 3), of interrogation (Watson, forth coming a), of plea-bargaining (Maynard, 1984) , and of both plea-bargaining and calls to the police (Wilson, 1985 's' task (1973: 75) . The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. After a note on the data we treat the first two parts of proposition A in turn, saving (AIII) and (B) for a subsequent paper. In each section we both dis play data that do not support that part of the dominance thesis in question, and develop gross conversation-analytic and related observations that suggest a different account of the nature of the interaction. In a final section we attempt a some what more systematic summary of the thrust of these observations for the understanding of the typical course of police/citizen interaction on the telephone.
A note on the Data
Our corpus of data comprises 87 telephone calls made by citizens to the police on the emergency number in a Canadian city in the summer of 1978. The basis of the calls' selection was practical. Wideman had official access to the police communica tions room, took the first available tape and after listening for a while transcribed a sequence of calls until the (small) research grant was used up. We have no reason to believe that these are anything but run-of-the-mill calls. Some twenty-odd calls have been drawn on for this paper, limitations of space permitting only the shortest extracts. This is scientifically regrettable in that the validity and objectivity of CA depends strongly on the public availability of data for scrutiny by other investiga tors and critics. The long data excerpts Scheff provides are a further virtue of his article. By Jefferson's standards our data are fairly grossly transcribed. (The transcribing conventions are li sted in an appendix). Our 'conversation-analytic' observations are correspondingly gross in charac ter, but we hope that both data and observations are adequate for the level of analysis we attempt. Except where otherwise noted all the calls used here end up with some variant of 'Okay, we'll send someone over' said by the police. Each call is identified by the pseudonym of the place, its num ber in our corpus, the year and the time on the twenty-four-hour clock in hours, minutes and se conds. All personal and place names, telephone numbers and other possibly identifying references have been changed.
Verbal Strategies of Control (AI) Controlling Topic Development Through Interruptions
Proponents of the dominance thesis frequently as sert the ubiquity of interruption by the professio nal, but one is hard put to find cases in their data. For example, Coulthard and Ashby (1976) claim that the doctor "has his own ideas of what is relevant and irrelevant and will interrupt a patient who is wandering" (78), but no interruptions are indicated in the data they present; there is no overlap in the example they give of a 'fight' be tween doctor and patient (78). In Scheff's (1968: 8) psychiatric interview it is the patient who does the interrupting (at P95 and P96). In her study of hospital consultations Lacoste (1981) asserts that "control is entirely on the part of the doctor who may interrupt the patient almost at his or her liking" (170). But in the small number of data she presents, only one overlap (//) occurs, one that is readily analysable as a joint production of the parties speaking. We cite the English translation of the original French data. Notice (I) that P's 'Fine' answers D's 'How are you do ing?', so permitting D to speak again, (II) that "a pause separates (2) and (3)" (173, fn. 5), from which each speaker may infer that the other expects him or her to speak, (III) that P and D, not surprisingly, then produce simultaneous starts in (3) and (4) (assuming this is how we are to read Lacoste's transcript), (IV) that despite the overlap P produces a recog nisable sentence in (3), and (V) D, moreover, responds to it in (4). It is quite unclear why (a) the overlap should be regarded as an interruption, and why (b) this so-called 'inter ruption' should be regarded as an instance of the exercise of professional power.
Rather, the pause and simultaneous starts are the product of the parties' orientation to at least the turn-allocational rules for conversation -"if a cur rent speaker has not selected a next speaker, and if no one else self-selects at an initial transitionrelevance point, then the third rule applies, which is that the current speaker may (but does not have to) continue. ." (Atkinson and Drew, 1979: 38 ; also 46 and 238, fn. 9 for a comparable case) -and perhaps also to the diagnostic relevance in this setting of what is otherwise a (non-diagnostic) greeting substitute, 'How are you doing?' (Sacks, 1975) .
Over the last ten or so years West's work, in part with Zimmerman, first on cross-sex conversation (Zimmerman and West, 1975; West, 1979; West and Zimmerman, 1983: 113-114) and subsequently on physician/patient talk (West, 1983 (West, , 1984a (West, , 1984b , shows a progressive sophistication in (a) distinguishing 'overlap' and 'interruption' and (b) the interpretation of interruption as the exercise of professional power. Nevertheless, her analyses are not unproblematic, as in the following case. The extract purportedly supports the general con tention that "interruptions function as topic con trol mechanisms" (Zimmerman and West, 1975: 124) and the more specific claim that (male) doc tors appear "to use interruptions as devices for exercising control over interaction" (West, 1984a: 101) , thereby preventing patients contributing important information relevant to the care of their health, indeed to the diagnosis of their condition. But notice in (2) that (I) the first overlap occurs, as in (1) If these overlaps are interruptions they occur at projectively and interactionally relevant places, they are joint productions, they are general to conversation, the doctor does listen to more than 'yeses' and 'no's', and the patient complies.
Here (West, 1984a: 91) and elsewhere (West, 1979: 82; Zimmerman and West, 1975: 114; West and Zimmerman, 1983: Austin's (1962) terms, they happen to illocutionary, not locutionary, acts. Thus, they may occur in the midst of a given grammatical unit, or at a turn-transition-relevant place if the current speaker should continue talking. (Not all stories are prefaced so as to suspend turn-transition rele vance). But whether overlaps such as those in (1) and (2) are to be regarded as interruptions depends not on the observer's application of a linguistic criterion but on the speakers' assessment of the completion of some relevant action. From the per spective of conversationalists in medias res, com pletion may take some indefinite number of unittypes to accomplish. While the overt topicalizing of interruptions by speakers is not necessarily a guide to their having occurred, the former arguably be ing rare in comparison to the latter (Zimmerman and West, 1975: 123-24; West, 1979: 93-94; West and Zimmerman, 1983: 104, 111 ; see Heritage and Atkinson, 1984: 11) , it is likely some guide to their interactional significance for the speakers at the time. Whether either case pertains to the exercise of power and control in the talk is a further issue (West and Zimmerman, 1983: 111) , one better discussed in a subsequent section. These remarks also apply to the analysis of the distribution of 'interruptions' in Bogoch and Danet (1984: 254-255) . The reader may wish to consult Schegloff s (forthcoming) argument that there are more criteria of 'success' in competitive talk than 'survi val' in overlap.
In the calls-to-the-police data interruptions virtual ly never take place. Indeed, callers are frequently simply let to run on until they 'trail off' (see point ii) in the summary of the paper). More commonly, however, the police could be said, naively, to be too easily satisfied since they appear willing to take minimal descriptions as the basis on which to act, not needing to elicit lengthy details about the particular events and persons involved, but pro ceeding upon the basis of conventional activity de scriptors and social identity categories (Sacks 1972a) . Note in (3) below 'a bunch of boys' and 'upsetting the lumber piles one thing and another' in Cl, and in (4) 'Marital' in C2. In (5) notice 'large party .. of young people', 'all over our golf course' and 'some vandalism' in C2. In (6) notice 'two boys', 'beating up on' and 'little kids' in C3. Though, as we shall see in (All), the police do ask questions seeking a clarification, selection or refor mulation of some of the particulars, for the most part they are satisfied with the sort of minimal or generalized descriptions of persons and events illustrated here. The calls differ in this way from both police inter rogations (Watson, 1983 ; forthcoming a) and courtroom examination (Atkinson and Drew 1979; Dunstan 1980) . Not that the difference is one of the exercise of greater or lesser power, but of the different 'technical' requirements of the activities involved. Most often it is plain enough: (I) from the relationship between the time of the call and the time of the complainable, from the fact, that is, displayed by the caller that he/she has called at the first opportunity (Sharrock and Tur ner 1978; Eglin and Wideman 1979), (II) from the day and time of the call itself -for example, 'late Friday night' (Sacks 1972c: 286-87) , (III) from the whereabouts of the complainable -'A park', 'B hotel', 'C tavern', 'D street', 'E roo ming houses', 'F bank' (Bittner 1967: 707; Sudnow 1965: 261; Eglin 1980b ), (IV) from the 'category-bound' nature of the acti vities -'boys' 'beating up on' 'kids' (Sacks 1972b) , (V) from the fact that the call has been made at all (Bittner, 1974: 32) , and (VI) from the fact that for many cases the police can withdraw from acting if the complainant with draws the complaint (Black, 1976 (Black, (1971 : 60-61; Reiss, 1971: 83; Shearing, 1974: 83, 84; Errington, 1973: 41) , what sort of call this organizationally is and how adequate the offered description is for purposes of taking action. Looking for interruptions just does not begin to handle these matters.
(A ll) Restricting Options Through Questions
The professional dominance thesis asserts that pro fessionals exert power in service encounters and control service seekers, both by being the ones who ask the questions, and by the sort of questions they ask. Borrowing the concept of pre-allocation of turn type and turn size from CA, analysts such as West (1983) have used it in a way quite unwar ranted by CA to justify enumerating the distribu tion of questions between the interactants. A mar ked asymmetry in the distribution is then used as an indicator of 'power to the questioner'. As with the case of interruptions both steps require consi derable methodological work to accomplish. Just as interruptions have to be separated from other forms of overlap, such as third-turn overlapping repair (Heritage and Atkinson, 1984: 9-10) , so information-seeking questions have to be separat ed from repair objects bearing interrogative into nation. Though West displays considerable skill in the matter (cf. Danet and Bogoch, 1980) it never theless remains that she is engaged in a constructi ve enterprise, one in which coding decisions ulti mately rest on her shoulders no matter how much she acknowledges that the asymmetry in question distribution is a co-production of the parties. The difficulty is illustrated in (7) where she conjures constraint of the patient by the doctor out of a problem of her own devising, namely whether there are three 'queries' here or one.
"When patients failed to answer their physician's questions, it was often under constraining structur al circumstances. For example, when physicians chained questions together with no intervening slots for answers, the individual queries that com prised the chains frequently failed to elicit patient's responses: [see (7)]. Thus, in this fragment, if 'chi::11s?', 'shakin' chi::11s?' and 'high fever?' con stitute three separate queries, it is not clear to which, if any, of them the patient ventures a reply" (West, 1983: 89) . What is surely clear is that West's problem does not arise for the parties. The doctor's 'Okay' appar ently signals satisfaction with the patient's previous answer which itself seems to deny that any of the one, two or three conditions obtains, rather she/he just sleeps a lot, a condition not contained in the doctor's list of options. How the parties are analys ing the talk such that they make these understand ings available to each other, and thereby to the overhearing observer, is not described by West. That the doctor's accomplishing of a string of three 'queries' is dependent on the patient's not speaking after the first (may not 'shakin' chi: :11s?' be a self correction of 'chi::11s?'? (Bergman: 1981)), and dropping out of overlap after the second, is not noted by West (see Schegloff, 1981: 89) . Most telling, she does not say, in the end, how she coded this extract for 'questions'. The point bears repeating. The fundamental pro blem with this analytic strategy is that, as with interruptions, there is no mapping of actions (question/answer) onto grammatical (interrogative/declarative), or indeed sequential, forms independ ently of speakers' own analyses/hearings of the talk (Austin, 1962; Schegloff and Sacks, 1974: 241-242; Wootton, 1975; Turner, 1976: 249; Harris, 1981; Schegloff, 1984: 29-36; Sharrock and Watson, 1984:438) . If this argument applies to 'questions' in general, then it applies also to the different types of que stion observers distinguish. Here we will re-introduce the second methodological step, that of ma king out particular action-types (here questions and their types) to be indicators of the exercise of professional control. If, according to the PD thesis, questioning itself affords the questioner a degree of control, then 'direct' questions (Scheff, 1968: 16) (Danet and Bogoch, 1980: 43) . In contrast to the last sub-type, the other three are said to constrain the answerer, restricting his/her options to tell his/her story from his/her point of view. Observers often find these questions to be asked in a bureaucratic, impersonal way with frequent or sudden or random changes of topic (for example, Bogoch and Danet, 1984: 256) . But such observations seem to take no account of the business of the talk, and rarely survive even cursory examination of its interactional organiza tion. For example, in his analysis of a section of a now classic psychiatric interview -first gathered by Gill, Newman and Redlich (1954) , and subjected to 'microscopic analysis' by Pittenger, Hockett and Danehy (1960) -Scheff (1968) interprets the thera pist's (T) 'facesheet' question "How old are you?" in response to the patient's (P) "I'm a nurse, but my husband won't let me work" as "changing the subject" and not "responding to the last part of her answer, which would be expected in conversation between equals" (15 In contrast, Turner (1976) provides a conversationanalytic account of how it is (I) that we may hear T7 as indeed on-topic, as addressed to the hinted complaint in the second part of P6, "as saying, in effect, 'Are you a child, that you pass on that responsibility to others?', or 'Surely you're old enough to be responsible for your own decisions?"' (253); (II) that we may consequently find P's 'facesheet' answer in P7 to be the product of a mis-hearing; and (III) that therefore T8 "figures not as a 'delayed' response to P6 (as Pittenger et al would have it), but as a reformulation of 'How old are you?"' (253, fn. 16; see also Wootton, 1975: 64-75; Eglin, 1980b; Schegloff, 1984: 40-41; see P4 in (12) below). We would add to this only that "How old are you?" may well be doing both the organizational work of gathering facesheet information and the therapeu tic work of addressing the patient's trouble (as well as the conversational work of staying on topic). We hasten to add further that this is not said with the pusillanimous intent of occupying the middle ground on this question. Rather it is to apply the argument of Sacks (1971 Consider the fact that for these calls a standard way to accept a complaint is to launch into the question-answer sequence by way of a question that does not tie closely to the previous utterance, but thereby is hearable as addressing the com plaint-delivery as a whole (Sharrock and Turner 1978: 175) . Look back to P2 in extract (3), P3 in (4), P4 in (5), P4 in (6) and note the indicated turns in the following extracts. Yeh. C4 Well I'm a member and we went to the ( ) to this golf tournament right and urn and they were told to leave at a certain time and they're completely drunk and I can't get them out of here and they told me go and call the police and I told them and warned them for the past two hours that they were to leave and/ P5 and they're still there now. Notice, then, that in each case the specified police questions, with the partial exception of (3), have nothing specifically to do with marital problems (4), a party on a golf course (5), kids being beaten up at a swimming pool (6), making a lot of noise (9), the possibility of a shooting (10), bad language and being the only woman there (11), or age (12). But just in that way they can be heard as address ing the whole of what has gone before, namely the complaint-delivery. (While six of the eight que stions here are preceded by 'Okay' or 'Alright' it is not by virtue of these objects alone that the whole complaint is heard to be accepted, since they may simply be heard as acknowledging receipt of the information in the immediately preceding turn (cf. Coulthard and Ashby, 1976: 85-88 on 'markers'.) That is, each of these questions or each receiptmark-plus-question invokes and thereby 'accom plishes' (Garfinkel, 1967; Sacks, 1976: G6) an or der of call-organization grosser than turn-by-turn organization, namely that as a sequence of work tasks.4 Far from their off-the-subject character 
-------------((data om itted))---------------C37 And then he said that guy is crazy and then he
just started telling me I had to get over there right away, I had to get over there right away. DIO Yeh, okay, okay. We are on our way urn, I'll just keep you on the line uh for a few minutes.
( Finding out whether an anticipated assault involves a weapon (13, 19) , that a complaint is one of a parking violation (14), how many alleged culprits are present (15), whether an anticipated assault was pre-announced by the expected assaulter or communicated by a competent witness (16 -notice the caller s attention to this via her reference to her daughter's age in CIO), whether an assault has occurred or is in progress (17), whether something more than a noise disturbance is involved (18), whether a juvenile or adult is involved (20) -these questions are of the sort required to determine the relevance, seriousness and proper administrative categorization (Errington, 1973: 48-54) of the call as a police matter, and to fill out the form which the police phone-person will pass on to the dispat cher for relaying information to the patrol cars. As with the questions that doctors massively and rou tinely ask, their purpose is a technical one directed to the performance of a task (Cicourel, 1975; Jef ferson and Lee, 1981) .
1.0) -------------((data om itted))----------------► D15 So he hasn't actually threatened
The organizational basis for assigning relevance and seriousness has been explicated in a number of ethnographic studies in and around police commu nications rooms (see, for example, Reiss, 1971: 4-15, 70-88; Errington, 1973: 63-92; Rubinstein, 1973: 21-22, 73-87; Shearing, 1974; Wideman, 1978; Manning, 1979; Antunes and Scott, 1981) . Some of their findings bear on the issue of the 'persuasive' power of police questions and we ac cordingly review them before returning to our own sample of cases. According to the professional dominance thesis service-providers not only (re-)formulate serviceseekers' troubles at the latter's expense, but exert control by screening complaints at or subsequent to the point of entry and rejecting unwanted cases (for example, Weiss, 1973) . Some studies of calls to the police, for example, focus attention on calls which do not result in the dispatch of a patrol car. Thus Shearing (1974) directs his analysis of the police dispatch decision to the 18% of his large sample of calls where no dispatch is made. However, as with the 87% of patients' 'questions' that are answered by West's (1983: 89) doctors, it remains true that in 82% of Shearing's cases a car is dispatched (despite officers' expressed unwilling ness in some cases). And similar percentages are reported for Detroit and St. Louis in 1968 by Bercal (1970: 682-684) .5 For the decision is bound by a formal rule to dispatch a car in response to every citizen request for assistance (see also Rubinstein, 1973: 75; cf. Antunes and Scott, 1981: 174) . The formal rule itself is based, presumably, on the fear of complaints and civil litigation against the police for not acting should the consequences be serious (Antunes and Scott, 1981: 177) , and on the commonsense understanding that the call's be ing made itself indicates a probably valid problem (Bittner, 1974: 32; Reiss, 1971: 13) .6 From the complaint officer's point of view the formal requirement translates into the question "can I in this particular case, risk not dispatching a patrol car?" (Shearing, 1974: 80 were removed from the police bureau studied by McCleary, Nienstedt and Erven (1982) the ratio of dispatches to calls received increased, since "dis patchers lost this most important source of protec tion" (369) from the consequences of wrong deci sions. They would now send "an officer to the scene of a call without questioning the call's validi ty" (369; see also Errington, 1973: 47, below, and Rubinstein, 1973 : 75 on the similar use of corporals and lieutenants respectively). Similar considera tions may be behind Maxfield's finding that "when the San Francisco police shifted from sworn per sonnel to civilian complaint clerks and dispatchers, the average number of patrol cars sent in response to citizen calls increased substantially, while the number of calls 'handled' over the phone declined sharply" (Antunes and Scott, 1981: 178-179, fn. 13 ). However, McCleary et al also report data from interviews with dispatchers (not from observation of actual cases) that support Shearing's claim that in cases judged to be unworthy of police action, rather than test the rule, dispatch officers try "to persuade the caller of the triviality of the trouble in the hope that he will retract the request for police intervention" (Shearing, 1974: 84) and "to con vince the caller of the uselessness of reporting the theft, and thereby encourage him to withdraw his report" (83; also Errington, 1973: 90) .7 We find little or no evidence of 'persuading' or 'convincing' in our much smaller corpus. On the contrary we find that the police do accept a wide range of complaints, many not obviously within their legal mandate, and send someone to see (Bittner, 1974: 30) . We have cases in which police were sent not only to apprehend the "two boys beating up on the little kids" at the pool (6), but to investigate at the priest's request the problem of neighbouring pigeons fouling the interior of his church (Nelsonville/*64/1978/l 1-48-53), and to re spond to a homeowner's complaint about her 7 "No record is kept of calls that do not become an official police matter" (Errington, 1973: 26 neighbour's newly mown "grass lying on my drive way" (Nelsonville/*71/1978/10-29-22) . Turner (1969) suggests that in deciding to respond to such calls the police are mindful of the time of the call (notice that the three preceding cases occurred from late-morning to mid-afternoon, that is, at 'slow' periods), the availability of officers and the possibility of valuable public relations work. Shearing (1974: 82) notes the "perceived 'busy ness' of the dispatchers" as a relevant criterion.
Although there is no space to display the data here, we have cases in which police accept a pre vious caller's subsequent avowal that there is now no problem ("He's gone over to Ronnie Laing at forty-eight . . . so he won't bother me rest of night" -Nelsonville/*34/1978/00-47-25), pursue a problem in the absence of the original caller (sen ding a cruiser in response to a woman's sobbing plea though a man is now on the line denying there is any trouble -Nelsonville/*36/1978/01-32-10), and order a thirdparty caller to take action until help arrives (to go attend a vomiting boy in the neigh bouring yard until the ambulance arrives -Nelsonville/*39/1978/no time given). The issue as to whether, in assessing the organiza tional relevance and seriousness of callers' trou bles, the police so formulate the complaint as to attempt to persuade the caller that no action is required, can be briefly addressed by examining some of the cases presented above (extracts [13]-[20] ). In (14), (18), (19) and (20) the specified questions incorporate formulations of the gist of the talk so far, and are followed by the decisions of the caller confirming or disconfirming the formula tion. "Formulations and decisions therefore com prise an adjacency pair type" (Watson, forthco ming a (ms.): 28; Heritage and Watson, 1979, 1980) . For police interrogations the "policeman can use the preference for confirmation of formu lations as a resource for persuading [the suspect] to 'buy into' the officer's description" (Watson, forth coming a (ms.): 29), such that ^confirming the formulation becomes an accountable matter. But as suggested in (AI) for the case of identity and activity descriptors, in calls to the police the infor mational relevance of particular formulations is rather different from what it is in police interroga tion and courtroom examination (see also Hayduk, 1976) . Callers are not suspects. Their stories are not invited but volunteered. They initiate the en counters, not the police. Moreover, the police are under a strong constraint to respond. Therefore, although callers' answers in (18) and (19) partially disaffiliate from the preceding police formulations, and although callers provide partial accountings for those disaffiliations, the kind of information they provide or try to provide is that which conveys the police relevance of the complainable. Rather than persuasion or conflict there is joint orienta tion to a specification both of the trouble as a police matter, and of its relative seriousness and urgency. The callers' acceptance of the police for mulations in (14 -the acceptance is not shown) and (20) seems quite unproblematic.
This again raises the question of service-seekers' 'resistance' to professional 'control'. While this is to be the subject of a further paper let it be noted here that in medical consultations the use of que stions to produce gist formulations is different again from that in calls to the police. Commensura te with the typical discrepancy in medical know ledge between doctor and patient, but also with an anticipated career of contacts, formulation-bearing questions are put to use by doctors to "teach patients how to talk about their illnesses" (Hughes, 1982: 370; also Anderson, 1981: 10) . Scheff (1968: 15) observes the same procedure in his psychiatric interview but redescribes such teaching as "subtle manipulation" in the interests of nefarious medical control. What seems plain enough, however, is that when patients do ask 'questions' they are almost always answered, that a patient may suc cessfully ask as many 'questions' as the doctor (West, 1983: 88-89) if she/he wishes, that there are more ways of controlling topic development in institutional interaction than asking questions could (Turner, 1976: 240; Sharrock, 1979: 142; Atkinson and Drew, 1979: 50; Watson, forthco ming a (ms.): 23-31), that there are good grounds for believing that service-seekers' 'passivity' is selfinduced either from simple compliance or inhibito ry anxiety "but that were they to attempt talking up they might find that acceptable enough and productive of desired responses" (Sharrock, 1979: 146; Garfinkel, 1967: 69-70) . This last point can be illustrated for the police data by the extracts consi dered in the next and last part of this section of the paper.
(c) Moving to the disposition (or opening up the closing)
Consider the indicated questions in (21) and (22).
In (21) caller has already delivered the complaint, which turns on his fear of being beaten up that night by his flat-mate (who is also his brother), and the police phone-person has gathered the usual facesheet information, the last item of which is the phone number (C16). Similarly, in (22) caller has reported seeing a man wearing no pants by the highway as he (the caller) was driving home from work, and facesheet data have been acquired finishing with the address (C9). Notice, however, the different courses of the calls from there to their endings. These two police questions, P19 in (21) and P ll in (22), are superficially comparable, allowing for their quite different syntactic shapes (Labov and Fanshel, 1977: Chapter Three) , to the 'either/or' questions by which, according to one representati ve expression of the professional dominance thesis, "the physician limits both the placement and con tent of possible patient responses" (West, 1983: 90) . Space considerations prohibit reproducing West's data extract. Suffice it to say that the 'place ment limitation' she apparently infers from the fact that the 'or' option in each of her two displayed cases overlaps the patient's reply, actually results from the patient overlapping (indeed, in West's own terms, 'interrupting') the doctor by anticipa ting the possible completion points of his que stions. That the patient's answers are selected from the options given by the doctor she interprets as 'content limitation'. But it is not clear, given that the patient does not attempt to say anything else, why such occurrences should be called 'limitation' (Sharrock, 1979: 140-143) . For, as Turner and others have argued, in references already cited, when service-seekers do wish to add information they have resources to do so. Again, West's atten tion to the function of formal categories is at the expense of a consideration of the substance of the questions. While, from West's data, it is possible only to guess at the substantive medical significance of the doc tor's questions, we are in a better position with the police data. For the options on offer are indeed the dispositions police can make -to take a report, to send an officer, to be available for a later call. Rather than limiting caller's options the police are providing options, and providing them for caller s selection. And if there are any grounds for suppos ing that the either/or format contributes to a prefe rence for the least police-active disposition -'con tributes' because that disposition is indicated rat her more strongly by the negative assertion plus question tag in P10 in (22) -it does not prevent caller from selecting the other option, as indeed is the case in (22). As for (21), are we to say that because caller chose the 'call back' option that he was constrained by the 'either/or' format of P19 and that the phone-person deliberately employed that format so to constrain him (plus the non committal 'Yeh' and the unfilled pauses)? What would be our evidence for that?
We are on somewhat firmer ground in noticing that what both these questions do in terms of the se quence of police work tasks is to invoke the overall structural organization of the call and open up the transition from the information-gathering, question/answer sequence to the settling of the disposi tion as a vehicle for the call's closing . While an either/or format seems a useful device for bringing matters to a close by providing the participants with an opportunity to settle on a single item of last business, it is after all a device for interlocutors' use, not a dictator of their actions, as the reopening of business at C ll and P12 in (22) well shows. (Readers intrigued by the two (rare) appearances of 'Oh I see' should consult Heritage (1984a) for resolution). As we have argued for interruptions, for certain facesheet questions and for formulation-bearing questions, enumerating the distribution of either/or questions based on grammatical or sequential criteria will not recover the interactional organization of the talk, not the tasks being performed, not the activities conducted, and therefore it is an unlikely method for assessing the presence of professional domi nance.
Task Performance: A Summary "It appears that the 'essential concern' of a Service Supplier is the dispatching of a task, and whatever activities, information, etc., are critical thereto" (Jefferson and Lee, 1981: 416) . Together with other studies of calls to the police (Sharrock and Turner, 1978; Zimmerman, n. d.) this one reveals a pattern of interactional organiza tion in which, routinely but not invariably, (I) an opening identity and recognition sequence (Schegloff, 1968 (Schegloff, ,1979 ) is followed by (II) a complaint/response adjacency pair, the two parts of the adjacency pair being separated by (III) an extended insertion sequence comprising an 'interrogative series' (Zimmerman, n. d.) , with the call culminating in (IV) a closing sequence. This pattern, its variations and its features of or derliness, 'asymmetry', mutual identity and the rest are the massive co-produced achievement of the parties to each and every call (Garfinkel, 1967; Schegloff, 1981: 89) . That achievement derives from the parties' mutual orientation to (a) the occasion of the call as one in which talk is directed to the performance of a technical, workrelated, service-seeking-and-supplying set of tasks, tasks which establish (b) the relevance of co-identification in terms of a particular pair of identities (here, 'police'/'citizen') and (c) a characteristic distribution of speakers' rights to turns, turn types and turn sizes.
We suggest that in trying to account for the obser ved features of any kind of professional service encounter or institutional interaction, be those fea tures the 'distribution' of overlaps, 'interruptions', 'questions' or whatever (Drew, 1985: 141-142) , observers should address such members' orienta tions as these before importing observer-defined external variables such as gender, race, class or professional power. Not that, say, every action performed in a medical consultation or call to the police will necessarily require the parties to ad dress each other in terms of the specific identities attached to those settings or occasions (Turner, 1972; see also (23) 
below).
Many of the 'members' methods' by which the parties concert their actions will almost certainly be general to talk as such Schegloff et al, 1977) , others perhaps general to professional service encounters as such. It is the observer's task to discover when and how the parties invoke and accomplish those particular identities in the course of interacting (Schegloff, forthcoming; Heritage, 1984b: 280-290 ).
Here, then, is a summary list of some of the ways parties do a call to the police display their orienta tion to task performance, co-identification as police-and-citizen and the distribution of speakers' rights. The list is restricted to matters relevant to the themes of this paper; discussion of other aspects can be found in Sharrock and Turner (1978) and Zimmerman (n. d.) .
(I) When calling the police, in contrast to calling a friend or relative, callers frequently, not to say standardly, give their address in opening or second turn ((4), (5), (6), (9), (10), (11), (18), (20)). Whether this is to give the police a means of immediately recognising the kind of trouble-call this is going to be ('this is X bank', 'Y hotel', etc.) or of simply telling them where to send the patrol car, or both, it is clearly 'recipient-designed' (Sche gloff, 1972; Sacks et al, 1974: 727) , moreover designed for that kind of recipient who will recog nise its task-based relevance, namely the 'police'.
The mere giving of an address, then, orients to, invokes and accomplishes the business of the en counter as servicing a trouble and the complemen tary identities of the parties as police and citizen. As such it exhibits cooperation and collaboration in a mutual endeavour, not a disposition to nego tiating a bargain with a competitor.
(II) In contrast to story-telling in conversation, callers to the police frequently do not preface their complaint-stories with components designed to characterise the upcoming story, nor do they re quest permission to tell the story in order to sus pend the relevance of turn-transition till they have finished (Sacks, 1974) . They simply (at least for the purposes of this point) deliver the story ( (5), (9), (18), (19)) and recipient does not come in at turntransition relevant places. The possibility of that mutually-coordinated accomplishment is founded on the parties' mutual reliance on joint orientation to the relevance of a particular phase of the task structure of the encounter with its associated iden tities and rights to talk. Of course, with only 'trou ble' to look for, recipient may fail to identify the end of the complaint-delivery ; this may account for the more than a few 'trailings-off' that occur in this position. What appears, then, to casual inspection as police indifference in those cases can be given instead a turn-organizational explanation.
(III) Point (II) may well be related to a further contrast with conversation in that there is no ex pectation in calls to the police that first stories will be followed by recipient-told second stories. In deed, for complaint-stories in conversation "the classical format for dealing with somebody's com plaining about their problems is to introduce your own" (Sacks, 1969 (8): 6) . This manifestly does not occur in calls to the police, nor, we venture, stan dardly in other professional service encounters or forms of institutional interaction (Cuff and Fran cis, 1978; Jefferson and Lee, 1981; Watson, forth coming a, b) . Additionally, we may note the noticeable absence of 'newsmarks' ('Oh, really?') in recipients' responses to the complaint-stories, a characteristic further distinguishing them from conversation (Heritage, 1984a: 336, 339-344) . The point is that it is in talking and witholding talk in just these ways (Schegloff, 1981: 89) Recipient's newsmarks (P ll, P12, P14), laughter (P12, P13) and commentary (P15) all mark this stretch, from half-way through C9 to P16, as con versation, not service-interaction;( I I I ) 8 in C16 caller reintroduces the reason for the call -the problem of the pigeons in the church.
(IV) Having delivered their complaints callers, as we have seen, routinely submit to being questioned and to having their troubles formulated and re formulated. Together with their own occasional tentative formulations issues an opening demand (Cl) followed by an interruptive shouted imperative (C2), it is clear that there is a distribution of rights and obligations that operates in favour of the caller (Sacks, 1972a) . But it is nevertheless one that attaches to caller as an incumbent of the identity-category '(lay) servi ce-seeker' vis-a-vis a '(professional) service-provi der', and not just any service-provider, rather that kind that responds to unspecified trouble at the ring of a telephone, namely the police. Rather than citizens entering an arena of unwanted power-conflict when calling the police, they call for the exercise of police power. As Bittner (1974) has powerfully argued, the criminal-legal mandate of the police aside, citizens call on the police for the exercise of just that capacity they uniquely have, the capacity to use force, to exercise power, to take command in emergency situations of civil life. This expectation is the basis of that 60's joke, 'Next time you're in trouble, call a hippy'. It is the basis for the expectation that police will question callers as to the formulation of the complaint, will propo se re-formulations and that callers will comply. But at the same time it provides for the expectation that they (the police) will come at once when called for, if necessary with no account being given (as in the continuation of (24)) or an account of the most minimal sort ('Marital' in (4) ). And, as in these cases, they do go.
(V) As for questions, they are like the members of a church: if you want to know what they are good for, the last thing you do is count them. For, as we have seen, though they all ask for 'information', questions are put to quite different interactional uses in the calls -accepting the complaint-delivery, determining organizational significance, opening up the closing. From their responses to them, though not analysed here, it is clear that callers treat them accordingly -where necessary, as in C ll in (22) for example, 'Well I just don't want some weirdo like that walking around eh?', using a variety of disaffiliating-cum-disagreeing devices ('Well' (Pomerantz, 1984: 72ff) ), 'weirdo', que stion-tag) to re-direct the prior pre-closing move in order to keep the call alive and get the police preference for merely reporting the incident re assessed. That is, both police and callers orient to the questions as task-performing devices, such that disagreement with a disposition-proposing-question is quite consistent with compliance with que stions performing other tasks. Generalizing con flict from single cases is thus a dangerous game, since not all 'information-seeking' questions are cases of the same thing.
Conclusion
We made it clear at the beginning that the structur al version of the professional dominance thesis was not in question here, just the interactional inter pretation of it. Despite the growth of private polic ing, civil police authorities in Western societies enjoy a virtual monopoly of the use of civil force. Similarly, despite the proliferation in recent years of alternative 'medicines' the established profes sion of medicine dominates the provision of health care. But to acknowledge this structural domi nance, moreover to allow that it structures the police/citizen or doctor/patient relationship is not to say that calls to the police or medical encounters are arenas of strategic interaction characterised by negotiation, conflict or struggle. To generalize a point of Sharrock's (1979: 136) , what proponents of the interactional version of the PD thesis do is "make a genuine problem about the professionalclient relationship into an organizational problem for the examination of professional-client interac tion" (see also Strong, 1979b; Conrad and Schnei der, 1980; Anderson, 1981: 3).9
As the studies of West and a host of others show, professionals' 'verbal strategies of control' can be read into and out of the interactional specifics of professional service encounters. But the price of that reading is one of missing (a) how the 'factual data' -the questions, overlaps, 'interruptions', their asymmetrical distribution, the parties' identi ties as 'doctor', 'patient', 'police', 'citizen' -are the accomplished production of the collaborative, con certed work of the parties themselves, and of igno ring (b) the observer's own methodological work in translating these phenomena into indices of the exercise of professional power. We have tried in this study not to miss (a). It remains for a future study to examine (b). 9
9 What we would rather say is that if it can be said that institutionalized inequality of power characterises one or other type of professional/client interaction then that is the ongoing product of the mutually concerted inte ractional work of the parties to each and every encoun ter (Maynard and Wilson, 1980 
